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	Adobe Photoshop for Underwater Photographers, 9781584281894 (1584281898), Amherst Media, 2006

	In a matter of a few short years, the underwater digital camera went from a novelty item to the predominant method for taking underwater pictures. Never before has a technology advanced so rapidly. Thanks to digital, though, underwater  photography has evolved into a shootto-edit process. Rather than having to get each image just right as you did when using film, you now have the option of editing the image postcapture. Image editing programs make it easy to correct minor defects in your images, and Adobe Photoshop leads the pack as the most popular image editing software program.


	 


	Using the digital darkroom to perfect underwater images, this guide is loaded with tips on how to finesse, fine-tune, retouch, and enhance underwater film scans and digital images with Adobe Photoshop. This comprehensive look at the required setup for a digital darkroom outlines the necessary hardware, monitor calibration, and room lighting, in addition to providing a survey of the top editing tools and descriptions of the most tried-and-true correction techniques. Step-by-step instructions explain how to group underwater images for editing; approach corrections for images that require a multi-step enhancement process; and choose the right output options for printed images, video, slide shows, and Web viewing.
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Long-Term Conditions: Nursing Care and ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book is a very welcome tool, which will enable health professionals to understand the complexity, challenge and rewards of proactively managing long-term conditions. Putting this knowledge into skilled practice, in partnership with patients, will transform the lives of many individuals and their families, and thus fulfil the...


		

Decision Making in Natural Resource Management: A Structured, Adaptive ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book is intended for use by natural resource managers and scientists, and students in the fields of natural resource management, ecology, and conservation biology, who are confronted with complex and difficult decision making problems. The book takes readers through the process of developing a structured approach to decision making, by...


		

Organic Synthesis: The Disconnection ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 1984
This book will help students to design their own organic synthesis, giving a wide coverage of synthetic methods. The disconnection approach is used throughout so that starting materials are chosen after analysing the structure of the target molecule. There are forty chapters: those on the synthesis of given types of molecule alternate with strategy...




	

Transforming Enterprise Cloud ServicesSpringer, 2010

	Transforming Enterprise Cloud Services addresses the fundamental ideology of Cloud Services and how enterprises in commercial, federal, and defense industries can transform their current information technology and management models to adopt this new method. It goes beyond the mere description of service frameworks in relation to...


		

Xenobiotics in the Urban Water Cycle: Mass Flows, Environmental Processes, Mitigation and Treatment Strategies (Environmental Pollution)Springer, 2010
The presence of xenobiotics in the aquatic environment is seen as one of the biggest challenges for a sustainable water future. Thus, there is a need to understand, in an integrated manner, the sources, flow paths, fate and effects of xenobiotics in the urban water cycle.

This book is an authoritative and comprehensive reference source...


		

iPad: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	
		technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed to buy
	
		the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went on sale.
	
		Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon, and others
	
		creating their own variations on...
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